
DATA FOR PROCESS 
TRANSFORMATION IN THE NHS
A POSSIBILITIES WORKSHOP

Our interactive workshop session will help you understand the 
practical things you can do right now to improve healthcare 
outcomes using the data at your disposal today blended with 
your teams’ know-how.

We aim to show you how your organisation can:

• Use its existing data today

• Use its in-house process knowledge 

• Use the latest business intelligence tools

All this will help you understand how you can start to deliver 

to start using modern data analytics technologies to improve 
care outcomes.

Discover how you can start today. 

Data analytics tools have become faster and much more 

cost too. However, few projects are designed to systematically 
exploit this new capacity to deliver real transformation quickly. 

We use a methodical approach to combining the knowledge 

think that the current “cultural barrier” - that many of our NHS 

we are generating insights that can lead to practical changes. 

outcomes that you deliver.

Choose the right project

Turn data in to improved 
outcomes

Understand the tools you will 
need

Address the “cultural barriers”
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This workshop will 
help you to:

“There are not technical barriers [to 
the use of data]... every blockage 

that we encounter is a cultural 
barrier.”

Dr Ben Goldacre, Chair, The 
NHS Healthtech Advisory Board

“Data analytics in healthcare not 

focused on insight, Goldacre argues” – 

DigitalHealth  March 2019.
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What can Data Process 
Transformation do for us?

Here are real world examples of 
solutions delivered by our team 
members.

An A&E department improved 
their 4-hour KPI from 87% to 94% 
in a month by understanding how 
to avoid unnecessary waiting time 

Fractured Neck of Femur CQUIN. 
Reducing LoS and costs and 

patient outcomes.

Medical and Nursing Agency 
spend. Unplanned spend was 

agency process streamlined. A 
better outcome at a lower cost.

Portering impacts on A&E and 
LoS.  Evidence to measure 
workload and fund and organise 
accordingly.

What can you expect from the session

Envisioning the Bigger Picture

You will see how the technologies can be used to help you 
systematically and repeatedly progress the outcomes that you 
deliver today and in the future. 

Who should attend?
• Clinical and operational leads wishing to transform services – 

Input from the process owners is essential to create practical 

• CCIO – The bridge between clinicians and IT can support 
mutual understanding. 

• Transformational Leads – Learn how you can use your current 
data to build evidence for transformational change. 

• CIO – How insights can become part of the organisational 
strategy.

• Informatics – Discover how the tools can be deployed and 
used. 

Why Trustmarque?

Trustmarque brings a fresh new approach to data. We put 

a systematic approach to answer the important questions with the 
data you have today. Given the rich digital track left by most care 
processes there are always immediate and worthwhile ways to 
use your data to improve outcomes, and measure and report that 
improvement too. 

From emergency care, inpatients, A&E and outpatients to 
community services and HR, Trustmarque help NHS organisations 

that strengthen the outcomes of any NHS pathway.

As well as many years of experience and understanding of 
NHS data and processes, we bring a deep understanding of 
the modern technologies that allow these rapid and systematic 
approaches to delivering improved healthcare outcomes.

“Implementation is all that 

coalface and showing it improves 
patient care.”

You will learn 1,000 times more trying 

to ship tools to people who actually 

use it and listening to their feedback

Dr Ben Goldacre, Chair, The NHS 
Healthtech Advisory Board
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